
Course: Polish Language Semester 1 - 30 hours 
Prerequisites International group beginning to learn Polish 

Course aim and 
skills acquired  

Having passed semester 1 (level A1) students can:  

- quite correctly pronounce all sounds, 

- introduce themselves and provide basic information about themselves, as well as ask about 
basic information, 

- quite correctly write basic data about themselves, 

- make formal and informal contact, 

- ask about someone’s wellbeing (Jak się masz?) and answer this question, 

- ask for directions and give directions.  

Having passed semester 1 (level A1) students know: 

- formal and informal greetings, 

- basic polite phrases, 

- numbers 0-199, 

- names of chosen countries and languages, 

- basic adjectives to describe properties of people and things, and colours, 

- basic nouns to describe the nearest surrounding, 

- verbs: być, mieć, mieszkać, nazywać się in the present tense. 

Course content  − Polish alphabet, 

− formal and informal greetings, 

− making contact, asking for information, introducing oneself, thanking, apologizing, important 
phrases, asking questions, 

− personal pronouns, 

− asking about and talking about wellbeing, 

− names of chosen countries and languages, 

− numbers 0-199, 

− conjugation of the verbs “być”, “nazywać się”, “mieć”, “mieszkać” in the present tense, 

− colours and adjectives to describe properties, 

− gender of adjectives and nouns, question pronouns, 

− basic nouns the describe the nearest surrounding.  

Literature Polski jest cool 1, units 0-5 

Students input - being active and engaged in class, 
- obligatory home assignments  

Assessment 
criteria 

- class attendance (2 absences are allowed), 
- 50% final test,  
- 30% mid-term test, 
- 20% 10 quizzes (additional homework)  

 
  



Course: Polish Language Semester 2 - 60 hours 
Prerequisites International group after 30 hours of Polish classes 

Course aim and 
skills acquired  

Having passed semester 2 (level A1) students can:  

- introduce themsleves (job, workplace, nationality), 

- talk about their interests and favourite food (Lubię..., Interesuję się..., Mój ulubiony...), 

- place a simple order in a cafe or restaurant, 

- do simple shopping at a food store, stationery shop, newsagent’s and pharmacy, 

- understand the price when doing shopping, 

- express temporal relations (często, rzadko, rano, wieczorem, etc.), 

- quite correctly write a simple presentation of oneself, 

- quite correctly use the singular accusative, singular instrumental case and singular and 
plural denominator in familiar structures, 

- conjugate basic verbs in the present tense and use them in sentences. 

Having passed semester 2 (level A1) students know:  

- names of drinks, desserts and dishes, names of basic food products and meals, 

- names of basic shops and names of basic stationery products, cosmetics and everyday 
objects, 

- numbers 200-1000, 

- verbs to describe hobbies and spending free time, 

- adverbs of frequency (codziennie, od czasu do czasu, etc.), 

- jobs and activities, selected nationalities, workplaces. 

Course content  - names of drinks, dishes, food products and meals, 
- names of shops and basic products, 
- names of everyday products, 
- verbs to describe preferences, hobbies, free time activities and their conjugation in the 

present tense, 
- adverbs of frequency, 
- jobs and occupations, nationalities and workplaces, 
- singular and plural instrumental case as a direct object, 
- singular and plural denominator of nouns and adjectives, 
- singular and plural accusative after verbs and as a direct object. 

Literature Polski jest cool 1, units 6-10 

Students input - being active and engaged in class, 
- obligatory home assignments  

Assessment 
criteria 

- class attendance (4 absences are allowed), 
- 50% final test,  
- 30% mid-term test, 
- 20% 10 quizzes (additional homework)  

 


